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1. Introduction 

The indigenous Christian population of Israel and the Occupied Territories is a shrinking, 

historically fragmented community whose contribution to civil society outweighs their small 

numbers. The theme of this essay is their unique contribution in a context which nevertheless 

seems set to increasingly squeeze them out of their homeland. We say “squeeze,” as the major 

sources of pressure come from two directions, both Jewish and Muslim. From the Jewish side the 

main challenges arise from the results of the establishment of the State of Israel, ongoing 

tensions within the state between the Jewish majority and its Arab minority, and the 

consequences of the occupation for those living in the West Bank and Gaza. From the Muslim 

side, the challenge arises from the growing influence of the radical Islamic movements.  

Much has been written on this topic and it is not our purpose to provide a synthesis of the 

secondary literature. Within the framework of the Christianity and Freedom Project our mandate 

is to provide fresh fieldwork on the current situation, situated within a broader grasp of the 

contemporary scenario. As such, the paper is set out as follows: a brief introductory overview 

will provide the historical, social, and political context (§2). This has been authored by Phil. We 

will then launch into our fieldwork, which will be the prime focus of this essay (§3). This 

fieldwork is based on a two-week sojourn in the West Bank, where we interviewed 

representatives from the various traditional churches about the challenges their communities face 

and the responses that are being provided. This section has been authored by Alex. In both 

sections, the authors have been in dialogue with one another so that our ideas have been mutually 

influential. 
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2. Overview: Indigenous Christianity in Modern Israel-Palestine 

2.1. Historical Sketch 

The decisive event that has shaped the contemporary context is the war of 1948, called 

the War of Independence by (Jewish) Israelis and the Catastrophe (al Nakba) by Palestinians. In 

short, the General Assembly of the United Nations had adopted a proposal for the political future 

of the region in 1947, which envisioned the existence of two states side-by-side, an Arab state 

and a Jewish one. Jerusalem was to be a corpus separatum under an international regime. The 

Jews accepted the decision and declared the State of Israel upon the withdrawal of the British on 

May 14th, 1948. The Arabs rejected the decision and invaded. The result was that Israeli forces 

occupied more territory than originally stipulated in the UN proposal and the land was divided 

into three regions: Jordan annexed the West Bank, along with East Jerusalem, Egypt occupied 

Gaza, and Israel gained control of the rest (the Golan Heights remained in Syrian hands until the 

Six Day War in 1967). The impact was traumatic for all the local Arabs, regardless of religion. 

Within the boundaries of the State of Israel, many fled their homes to the neighbouring countries, 

never to return, others were forcibly driven out by Israeli forces and either sent abroad or 

relocated within Israel, with the original property either being destroyed or turned over to the 

new government (much of which was given to new Jewish immigrants).1 Bernard Sabella claims 

                                                
1 Recounting these experiences for a Western audience has been one of the strategies used by Palestinian Christians 
to further the cause of the Palestinian people as a whole. One successful example is the Greek Catholic bishop Elias 
Chacour’s highly poeticized biographical account of the destruction of his rural village in the Galilee (Bir’am) and 
attempt to rebuild the Arab community in Israel (Blood Brothers: The Dramatic Story of a Palestinian Christian 
Working for Peace in Israel [2d and enl. ed. Grand Rapids, MI: Chosen Books, 2003]). See also Naim Ateeks 
biographical sketch of his deportation from Beisan in Justice and Only Justice: A Palestinian Theology of Liberation 
(Maryknoll , NY: Orbis Books, 1989) and Atallah Mansour’s memories in Narrow Gate Churches: The Christian 
Presence in the Holy Land under Muslim and Jewish Rule (Pasadena: Hope Publishing House, 2004). 
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that 7% of the 714,000 Palestinian refugees were Christian (i.e. 50,000 people), 35% of the total 

Christian population.2  

Following the ceasefire, those Arab citizens who remained within the boundaries of the 

new Jewish state along with those who could return on the basis of the Reunion of Families 

Scheme3 were subject to martial law until 1966. This involved travel permits, curfews, and 

administrative detentions. They were also granted Israeli citizenship, which entitled them to vote 

for the Israeli Knesset, some of whose members have been Arabs. Following the lifting of 

martial law Arab citizens were granted—so Israel claims—the same rights as Jewish citizens 

under law (see §2.2). The personal testimony of many Arab-Israelis, however, both in 

conversation with us as well as in print,4 is that they are nevertheless treated as “second class 

citizens.” They point out discrimination on various levels, such as lack of government 

investment in Arab areas, unfair continued expropriation of their land, projects to “Judaize” 

regions with a high Arab population, difficulties in getting work and housing, lack of recognition 

of their cultural and some would say “national minority” identity within the state, etc. One 

significant problem is their inability to identify with the new Jewish state. For example, the 

national hymn is written from the perspective of a Diaspora Jew yearning to immigrate to Zion, 

something an indigenous Arab can hardly sing.5  

                                                
2 Bernard Sabella, “Socio-economic characteristics and challenges to Palestinian Christians in the Holy Land,” in 
Palestinian Christians: Religion, Politics and Society in the Holy Land (ed. A. O’Mahony; London: Melisende, 
1999), 82-95; here, 84. 
3 Abu El-Assal reports the difficulties his family experienced with this scheme in Caught in Between: The Story of 
an Arab Palestinian Christian Israeli (London: SPCK, 1999). 
4 See, for example, Farah, Christian presence in the Holy Land (Nazareth: Fuad Farah, 2011), 79. In Phil’s opinion, 
Attallah Mansour’s Narrow Gate Churches provides a more balanced picture of the Arab situation in Israel. 
5 This is conceded by the Zionist thinker Avrum Ehrlich, “Attitudes of Arab Christianity towards the State of Israel,” 
in Parole de l’Orient 30 (2005): 481-531. He goes on to make some tentative suggestions about how Jewish 
theology could help the state make ideological space for its Arab citizens.  
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A year after Israel lifted martial law from its Arab citizens it launched what became 

known as the Six Day War, ostensibly a pre-emptive attack, successfully gaining control of the 

Golan Heights (from Syria), the West Bank and East Jerusalem (from Jordan), and Gaza/Sinai 

(from Egypt). The Sinai Peninsula was eventually returned to Egypt in 1977 after the two signed 

a peace treaty, the Golan Heights and East Jerusalem were annexed, and the West Bank 

remained under Israeli military occupation.  

Following the Six Day War the Arab-Israeli conflict underwent a process of 

“Palestinization,” as indigenous Arabs organized themselves politically to take matters into their 

own hands rather than depend on other Arab states. This new form of national consciousness also 

spread to the Arabs of Israel, particularly Christians, who up until that point had largely 

identified with Israel’s mixed Arab-Jewish communist parties.6 In 1974 the Palestinian 

Liberation Organization (PLO) came to be recognized by the Arab League as the official 

representative of the Palestinian people rather than Jordan, which finally rescinded its claims in 

1988. In addition to providing a political voice and identity, a primary purpose of the new 

organization was the armed liberation of the whole of Israel-Palestine, a goal it sought to achieve 

using means many defined as terrorist. Since its establishment, Christians have distinguished 

themselves in the organization mainly as spokesmen although they have been less involved in the 

military arms of the organization.7 (The National Front for the Liberation of Palestine, a Marxist-

Leninist group that joined the PLO, was founded by the secular Orthodox Christian George 

Habash. A number of countries consider it to be a terrorist organization.) 

                                                
6 See Abu El-Assal, Caught in Between, an Anglican clergyman and leader of the nationalist movement, for a 
personal account of the development of Palestinian nationalism in Israel and its tensions with the Communist 
movement, which chose to identify with the international proletariat rather than a particular ethnicity.   
7 Daphne Tsimhoni, “Palestinian Christians and the Peace Process: The Dilemma of a Minority,” in The Middle East 
Peace Process: Interdisciplinary Perspectives (ed. Ilan Peleg; New York: State University of New York, 1998), 
141-160; here, 143. 
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A major milestone in the Palestinian national cause was the First Intifada (1987-1993), a 

spontaneous uprising against harsh Israeli rule that was initially non-violent in nature.  In this, 

Christians played a role in preaching non-violent civil disobedience. Mubarak Awad, for 

example, established in 1985 the Palestinian Center for Non-Violence. In the late 1980’s, the 

largely Christian town of Beit Sahour launched the “taxes revolt” in which they refused to pay 

taxes, suffering heavy penalties as a result. Beit Sahour was to win several international prizes 

for its non-violent struggle.8 

This conflict ended in 1993 with the Oslo Peace accords, in which the PLO promised to 

recognize the State of Israel and cease armed conflict while Israel promised a gradual 

disengagement from the territories and the facilitation of the creation of an independent 

Palestinian state. The process failed and a Second Intifada (2000-2005) started, this time far 

more violent than the first, particularly because of the increased involvement of Islamic groups 

such as Hamas. Since then, Arafat has died and Hamas was voted into power. Conflict then 

broke out between Hamas and members of Arafat’s more secular Fatah party, with the result that 

Hamas now rules Gaza and Fatah the West Bank. Hamas is religiously obliged to seek the 

destruction of Israel; Fatah is committed to secularism and has recently renounced the use of 

violence.  

On the Israeli side, there has been a marked growth in antipathy towards Arabs and an 

erosion of hope in the possibility of peace. The most recent response to the violence by the 

government has been to cordon off both Gaza and the West Bank by constructing huge 

separation barriers. For the West Bank it roughly follows the 1949 armistice treaty line (the so-

called “Green Line”), though to international outrage much of it is built inside Palestinian land—

                                                
8 Tsimhoni, “Palestinian Christians,” 145. 
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sometimes up to 6 km—and around many of the still-expanding illegal Jewish settlements. 

Although it has significantly reduced the number of suicide bombings in Israel, it is suffocating 

the Palestinian economy, has cordoned off the Palestinian people from important medical and 

economic resources, hindered free movement within the territories and de facto annexed further 

Palestinian land (the Israeli authorities claim that the barrier is not permanent). These conditions 

affect all Palestinians in the West Bank equally, regardless of religious affiliation. Sometimes 

Christian and Muslim symbols are purposely desecrated by radical Jewish settlers in what are 

called “price tag” attacks, random responses to any action taken against their settlement 

enterprise.9 

2.2. The Status and Agency of Christians in Israel-Palestine 

There are perhaps four significant features of indigenous Christians in Israel-Palestine 

which affect their status and ability to respond to their environment: they are historically 

fragmented along denominational lines, they often have powerful international advocates by 

virtue of their denominational affiliations, they tend to be highly educated, and they are shrinking 

as a community at an alarming rate.  

Concerning fragmentation, a land of such theological significance as the “Holy Land” has 

obviously attracted a large array of denominations, each wanting to maintain some kind of 

contact with the holy places. Historically, the Greek Orthodox have been the primary indigenous 

denomination, though missionary activity by both Catholics and Protestants has reduced that 

                                                
9 Sabella, “Socio-economic conditions.” For a report on the impact of the barrier, see “The Impact of Israel’s 
Separation Barrier on Affected West Bank Communities: Report of the Mission to the Humanitarian and Emergency 
Policy Group (HEPG) of the Local Aid Coordination Committee (LACC).” May 04, 2003. Available online: 
http://www.ochaopt.org/documents/HEPG_Report_on_Israels_Separation_Barrier_July03.pdf. For a more recent 
report, see Sorcha O’Callaghan, Susanne Jaspars and Sara Pavanello, “Losing ground: Protection and Livelihoods in 
the Occupied Palestinian Territory,” HPG Working Papers, July 2009. Available online: 
http://www.odi.org.uk/sites/odi.org.uk/files/odi-assets/publications-opinion-files/4616.pdf. 
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majority and further contributed to the denominational diversity on the ground (one Catholic 

strategy has been to set up churches, such as the “Greek Catholic Church,” which maintain local 

non-Latin traditions and have their own hierarchy but which are under the Pope in Rome). To 

date, the State of Israel recognizes ten Christian “sects,” granting them juridical autonomy in 

matters of personal status and family law (e.g. marriage and divorce; burial). These are as 

follows: Roman Catholic, Armenian, Maronite, Greek, Syriac, and Chaldean Catholic Churches; 

the Eastern Orthodox Greek Orthodox Church; the Oriental Orthodox Syriac Orthodox Church; 

the Armenian Apostolic Church; Anglicanism.10 As we shall see shortly, since the “Arabization” 

of many of the churches and the First Intifada there has been an unprecedented rapprochement 

among the heads of the different churches. 

The names themselves reveal the second significant feature: their international character. 

The centre of power and influence for each denomination lies outside of the country. The Latin 

Church obviously submits to Rome, but also archbishops of the Uniate Churches are also located 

outside the country. The archbishop of the most numerous Uniate Church, the Greek Catholics, 

is located in Damascus, Syria, as is the head of the Syriac Orthodox Churhc. The Syriac Catholic 

archbishop resides in Beirut, Lebanon. The dominant Greek Orthodox Church is closely 

affiliated with Greece, to the degree, even, that local Arab Orthodox feel their church is a foreign 

“occupier,” more concerned with serving Hellenic interests then those of local Arab Christians. 

The third factor is the above average educational levels of Palestinian Christians 

compared to their non-Christian counterparts. According to Sabella, for example, “the percentage 

                                                
10 L.D. Lybarger provides the following statistics for the various denominations in the Occupied Territories (East 
Jerusalem, West Bank, Gaza): Greek Orthodox, 52.6%, Roman Catholic, 30.1%, Greek Catholic, 5.7%, Protestants, 
4.8%, Syrian Orthodox, 3.0%, Armenians, 3.0%, Copts, 0.5%, Ethiopians, 0.1%, Maronites, 0.2% (in “For Church 
or Nation? Islamism, Secular-Nationalism, and the Transformation of Christian Identities in Palestine”  Journal of 
the American Academy of Religion 75:4 (2007): 777-813; here, 787). 
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of Christians with a secondary certificate, or higher qualification, is almost twice the percentage 

in the general population, while the percentage of Christians with an academic degree is close to 

three times the general percentage.”11 An initial reason is the aforementioned activity of Western 

missionaries, who not only built hospitals and orphanages but also numerous schools that to this 

day provide some of the best education in the region.  

Finally, Palestinians are a shrinking minority. In 1922, for example, 11% of the Arab 

population was Christian, whereas in 1946 this number had sunk to 8%.12 Within the State of 

Israel in the ‘90s they constituted 2.6% of the entire population, with Arabs constituting 14%.13 

In the Occupied Territories of the same period, they possibly constituted 1.5% of the total 

population.14 This trend in fact started during the Ottoman Empire as Christians sought economic 

and religious freedom abroad, though the events of recent history have accelerated the trend. 

According to Lybarger, the primary factors for this “implosion” of the Christian population 

include “declining fertility rates; persistent political upheaval, especially the wars of 1948 and 

1967; and the concomitant loss of educational and job opportunities.”15 The ability of Christians 

to emigrate is enhanced by their Western style education and the already expansive Palestinian 

Christian diaspora.  

These factors affect the Palestinian Christian experience in a number of ways. Salient 

examples covered by the secondary literature are touched upon here, our fieldwork revealed 

other dimensions. 

                                                
11 Sabella, “Socio-economic characteristics,” 87. 
12 Lybarger, “Church or Nation?” 789. 
13 Sabella, “Socio-economic characteristics,” 94.  
14 Lybarger, “Church or Nation?” 787. 
15 Lybarger, “Church or Nation?” 790. See also Sabella, “Socio-economic characteristics.”  
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An initial front on which Christian fragmentation and yet international solidarity shapes 

its experience is in negotiations between ecclesial institutions and the Israeli government. The 

Israeli government operates under two conflicting sets of interests: on the one hand it wishes to 

have access to considerable church properties and land in order to further its program of 

expanding its influence, on the other hand it does not want to raise the indignation of the 

powerful Christian states and bodies that often stand behind these churches. According to 

Michael Dumper, Merav Mack, and Amnon Ramon, it uses the “divide and conquer” and the 

“stick and carrot” approaches.16 The latter strategy meets the needs of individual churches on a 

case-by-case basis without establishing obligatory norms. These needs are, for example, visas for 

foreign clergy, the granting of tax exemptions and special clerical privileges. The former strategy 

involves negotiating with each denomination individually and granting concessions depending 

on a set of individual criteria, such as the power of the states or international entities standing 

behind them, the degree of the “Arabization” of their clergy, the size of the community in Israel, 

and the extent of the denomination’s missionary activity.17 An example of varied treatment can 

be seen in the state’s treatment of the Orthodox and Latin churches. The relative weakness of 

Greece meant that the former did not receive preferential treatment, even though it is the largest 

and most ancient denomination in the country. The international leverage of the Vatican, on the 

                                                
16 Michal Dumper, “Faith and Statecraft: church-state relations in Jerusalem after 1948,” in Palestinian Christians, 
56-81; Merav Mack, “Christian Palestinian communities in Israel: tensions between laity, clergy, and state,” in 
Sacred Space in Israel and Palestine: Religion and Politics (eds. Marshall J. Breger, Yitzhak Reiter, and Leonard 
Hammer; London: Routledge, 2012), 284-310; Amnon Ramon, “Christians and Christianity in the Jewish State: 
Israeli Policy towards the Chruches and the Christian Communities (1948-2010)”(This is the English language 
summary of the original Hebrew  נצרות ונוצרים במדינת היהודים׃ המדיניות הישראלית הכנסיות והקהילות הנוצריות
 It is .([The JIIS Studies series 420. Jerusalem: The Jerusalem Institute for Israel Studies, 2012].)1948־2010(
available online: http://www.jiis.org.il/.upload/christianspdf-eng%20abstract.pdf. 
17 Ramon, “Christians and Christianity,” vi. 
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other hand, did lead the state to meet many of the Latin Church’s needs, despite the fact that until 

the Oslo Agreement the Vatican was one of the staunchest critics of Israeli policy.18 

These considerations, however, only apply to the churches as institutions, which until the 

1980’s were largely run by non-Arabs. As a number of researchers have pointed out, the Israeli 

government has not treated Arab lay Christians any differently from their Muslim compatriots. 

This is not just been a matter of Israeli policy,19 it also accords with Palestinian experience, 

whether within Israel or the Occupied Territories.20 As one Bethlehemite put it in an interview 

with Bowman in 1990, “We forget our religion; we forget our political groups. The bullets do not 

differentiate between Christian and Muslim, PLO, DFLP, etc.”21 The result has been for Israel to 

potentially miss a different kind of strategic advantage, namely the division of Palestinians 

among themselves along sectarian lines, a constant threat to Christians given their minority status. 

For Palestinian Christians and Muslims, this common source of suffering and oppression has had 

the effect of binding them together, undergirding the development of a common Palestinian 

identity discussed in §2.1 above (as discussed below, however, there are signs that this unity is 

now fragmenting).  

A number of scholars have pointed out that Israel’s failure to distinguish between 

Christians and Muslims led to their failure to ultimately control the Churches. Palestinian 

Christian sentiment was nationalistic and deeply concerned to create a Palestinian state in which 

Muslims and Christians could be a single people. The initially largely foreign clergy remained 

                                                
18 See, for example, the brief but insightful treatment in Dumper, “Faith and Statecraft.” 
19 Ramon, “Christians and Christianity”; Tsimhoni, “Palestinian Christians”; Christian Communities. 
20 See, for example, Glen Bowman, “Nationalizing and De-Nationalizing the Sacred: shrines and shifting identities 
in the Israeli-occupied territories,” in Sacred Space in Israel and Palestine: Religion and Politics (eds. Y.Reiter, M. 
Breger, Leonhard Hammer; Routledge Studies in Middle Eastern Politics 41; London: Routledge, 2012), 195-227; 
Lybarger, “Church or Nation?” 
21 Bowman, “Nationalizing and De-Nationalizing,” 209. See also Bernard Sabella, “Socio-economic characteristics.” 
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neutral concerning political developments, but the gradual Arabization of the clergy from the late 

‘60s onwards, climaxing in the appoint of Michael Sabbah as Latin Patriarch in Jerusalem in the 

‘80s, led to a sea change in the churches’ attitudes to politics and even to each other (the Greek 

Orthodox has retained the hegemony of the Greeks). Politically, leaders now openly spoke out 

against Israeli policies, ecumenically church leaders worked together in a previously unheard of 

manner. Here again, the higher and more Western education of the clergy has enabled them to 

mediate between the Palestinians and the West. One prominent example was the publication in 

1987 of a strongly-worded joint statement signed by all “Heads of the Christian Communities in 

Jerusalem”—including the ethnically Greek Greek Orthodox patriarch—describing the suffering 

of the Palestinians and protesting the activities of the Israeli authorities. It was addressed to the 

international community and called upon the UN to take action. Another significant document is 

the so-called “Kairos for Palestine” (2009). Modelled on the 1985 South African Kairos 

document, this ecumenical statement decries Israeli policies as well as Christian Zionist 

interpretations of the Bible, repeatedly advocates non-violent resistance, and calls for the 

international community to boycott Israel.22 Since then, other institutes have been set up in order 

to make Christian theology and practice relevant to the Palestinian national cause. These are the 

Tantur Ecumenical Institute for Theological Studies, the Al-Liqa’ Center, and the Sabeel 

Institute, which have become venues for the development of a “contextual Palestinian 

theology”23 A major theme of public statements, publications, and even theological content has 

                                                
22 For a sympathetic interpretation of this contested document see Muriel Schmid, “From the Church of the Nativity 
to the Churches of the World: Palestinian Christians and Their ‘Cry of Hope’.” Theology Today 69:4 (2013): 428-
440. 
23 See Uwe Gräbe, Kontextuelle palästinensische Theologie: Streitbare und umstrittene Beiträge zum ökumenischen 
und interreligiösen Gespräch (Missionswissenschaftliche Forschungen. New Series 9; Erlangen: Erlanger Verlag für 
Mission und Ökumene, 1999). Much less sympathetic Zionist responses can be found in Ehrlich, “Attitudes” and 
Gershon Nerel, Anti-Zionism in the "Electronic Church" of Palestinian Christianity (Analysis of Current Trends in 
Antisemitism 27; Jerusalem: SICSA, 2006). Briefer summaries can be found in Tsimhoni, “Palestinian Christians” 
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been the oneness of the Palestinian people—Christian and Muslim—and the attempt to articulate 

and endorse a unity that transcends these religious divides. 

Despite these efforts on the part of Christians, shared by many secular-leaning Muslims, 

to cultivate a single Palestinian identity in which the two major religions exist as equals, lived 

experience has often been disappointing, with many noting a growing fragmentation of 

Palestinian identity along sectarian lines. Part of the source of the tension appears to be related to 

unequal distributions of power within the Occupied Territories, in which religious identity is 

only tangential to the persecution. At times there appears to be a growing radicalization of 

Islamic elements among Palestinian society 

The first development has been treated in a recent article by Baard Kaartveit. He argues 

that during the first ten years following the signing of the Oslo Accords, “Palestinian institutions 

were ridden with corruption, incompetence, and a systematic misuse of economic funds and 

human resources. For a long time … the Palestinian Authority failed to establish a functioning 

legal system and a rule of law in the occupied territories.”24 Limitations placed upon the coercive 

power of the authority by the terms of the Oslo Agreement did not help matters. As a result, the 

PA enjoyed little trust and legitimacy among local Palestinians, who thus turned to more 

traditional institutions to regulate matters of justice. A primary institution is the patrilineal family 

clan, which can provide individual and family security. With the collapse of PA institutions 

during the Second Intifada this process has been accelerated. This set up, however, is 

disadvantageous to Christians, for they are a minority with a less-developed clan system. Their 

ability, therefore, to attain justice in a range of cases (murder, manslaughter, rape, in particular: 
                                                                                                                                                       
and Christian Communities in Jerusalem and the West Bank since 1948: An Historical, Social and Political Study 
(Westport, Conn.: Praeger), 1993.  
24 Baard Helge Kaartveit, “The Christians of Palestine: Strength, Vulnerability, and Self-restraint within a Multi-
sectarian Community,” in Middle Eastern Studies 49:5 (2013): 732-749; here, 738.  
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theft of land using forged documents), is severely curtailed.25 Kaartveit tentatively suggests that 

religion is not the primary motivator in these crimes, placing the blame instead on human greed 

and the failures of the legal system. 

A number of scholars have, however, also pointed out the growth in religiously motivated 

violence directed towards Christians.26 Examples are vandalism of Christian institutions, public 

displays of disrespect, coercion to live according to Islamic mores (such as not smoking during 

Ramadan and wearing headscarves), graffiti threatening the extermination of Christians once the 

Jewish problem has been solved, unjust treatment by the police force which those involved say 

would never have happened to a Muslim, and so forth.27 Often the persecution comes in the form 

of continuous doubt about the genuiness of Christian commitment to the “Arab” cause, the 

assumption being that as a “Western religion” Christians can only be secret Zionists or 

sympathisers with colonialism28 (Palestinian Christians often point out the irony of this 

accusation, made in the Holy Land of all places). Two ethnographies by Bowman and Lybarger 

document the gradual drift of Palestinians back into a more religiously rather than 

nationalistically defined sense of identity as a response, as well as their sense of betrayal by 

many of their Muslim compatriots, who they feel are becoming more radicalized. Significantly, 

these sentiments are often only mentioned in private conversation but hardly addressed 

publically.  

                                                
25 See Kaartveit, “Christians of Palestine,” for details. Justus Reid Weiner has a catalogue of crimes against 
Palestinian Christians under the PA in Human Rights Of Christians In Palestinian Society.Jerusalem: Jerusalem 
Center for Public Affairs, 2005 (available online: http://www.jcpa.org/text/Christian-Persecution-Weiner.pdf). 
26 Lybarger, “Church or Nation?”; Weiner, Human Rights; Tsimhoni, “Palestinian Christians”; Christian 
Communities. 
27 The most extensive list of crimes can be found in Weiner, Human Rights. 
28 For example, Tsimhoni describes the formidable peace resistance offered by the Christian inhabitants of Beit 
Sahur to the occupation during the First Intifada, which came at great cost to the community. Despite this, members 
of the Islamic movement hung up placards accusing the Christians of not contributing enough. One of them mocked 
the Christians for their alleged welcome of the Israeli conquerors with rice and sweets (see Tsimhoni, Christian 
Communities, 176). 
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*** 

Having provided a brief overview of the historical, political and economic context in 

which Christians live along with some of the salient features of the contemporary community, 

we now turn to our own fieldwork in the West Bank. 

3. A Poised Existence: Christians in the West Bank (2013) 

3.1. Research Question and Methodology 

Two weeks of field research were carried out in the West Bank.29 This section will focus 

on material procured in the West Bank within the boundaries of the Security Barrier because 

Jerusalem’s status is complex and problematic. This research was carried out in Bethlehem, 

Jericho, Nablus, Rafidia, Ramallah, Taybeh and Zebabdah. These locales are both small and 

large, traditionally Christian or not. We were intentional in trying to speak with women as well 

as men, and laity as well as clergy. Some interesting information came from casual conversations 

rather than structured interviews. Interviews were carried out in Arabic, English or Spanish. All 

interviewees were informed that this was for a project on Christianity and freedom in relation to 

their communities (tawaa’if) in the West Bank (research in Gaza was not possible due to security 

issues).  

A stereotype of the Palestinian Christian living under the Israeli occupation of the West 

Bank is one of powerlessness and victimhood. This section explores how some Christians are 

exercising agency for the sake of maintaining their position as a small minority in Palestinian 

society. Agency refers to exercise of power for the sake of accomplishing a goal in order to 

further one’s interests. This agency-centered approach to research leads to a further question: 
                                                
29 The first week was carried out by Miller alone, the second by Miller and Sumpter.  
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what are the interests of the Palestinian Christians, and are they in fact engaged in the activity of 

discerning their own interests?  

3.2. Counteracting Emigration 

3.2.1. Housing 

Our research led to the conclusion that the primary interest of Christians in the WB is not 

freedom but merely continued existence in their land.  Since continued existence is a prerequisite 

of any action/non-action for/against freedom, and since substantial agency was deployed for the 

sake of avoiding the extinction of Palestinian Christianity, this must be explored. 

When asked about the main difficulties and challenges that Christian Palestinians face, 

the two most common answers were closely related—the economy and Christian emigration. 

Another, but less frequent, concern was restricted freedom of movement, especially in relation to 

international travel. The latter refers to the well-documented IDF checkpoints and other travel 

restrictions. 

Interviewees related economic difficulties to differing extents to the occupation though. 

One said that if the occupation ended tomorrow the economy would still not improve; another 

said that it might improve, but that there “other problems”, namely corruption in the PA; and one 

said that everything would be great. In all, there were differing opinions on the relationship 

between the economy and occupation, and the interviewees were aware of the economic 

difficulties in nearby countries not under occupation, like Jordan and Egypt. One interviewee 

noted that Palestine (Gaza included) has few natural resources.  

The economic situation was problematic, in part, because of what it caused—emigration 

of Christians. Here is where we find clear examples of agency. Young Christians emigrate—the 
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interest of the larger Christian community is that they not do so. They emigrate because they 

cannot find jobs, or if they find jobs, they do not have the funds to procure a home, marry and 

have (Christian) children. The solution is to build buildings. In this area the Latins excelled, 

though other Churches also partook. We found buildings completed or planned building projects 

around Bethlehem, Jerusalem, Rafidia, Taybeh and in Nazareth (an Arab city in Israel). The 

primary interest of Palestinian Christians does not appear to be resisting the occupation or 

fighting for freedom. Rather, insofar as these limited interviews indicate, it is survival, or 

avoiding extinction by emigration. 

3.2.2. Employment 

But even with housing, there remains the question of work. The secretary of the Orthodox 

bishop of Bethlehem lamented that Christians finished university and came to the diocese for a 

job, jobs which the diocese could not provide. Father Jack, a Greek Catholic priest in Taybeh 

explained how he tried to teach his people to be self-dependent, and to not look to the church for 

money or work. One of his main concerns is self-sufficiency. While the church may provide 

housing or (rarely) a job, the people must not develop a mentality of dependency on their church. 

This is a source of tension for the churches in the West Bank: how can they improve the 

economic situation of their people while not fostering a sense of dependence and patronage? The 

question was not resolved on a general level, as far as we could tell. But we did note that there 

was both an awareness that dependency was negative, but also that creating jobs or helping 

people to gain profitable skills was desirable.  

The desire to create work manifested itself in several manners. Sometimes the jobs were 

specifically for Christians, sometimes not. Sometimes the efforts were initiatives of foreigners 
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and sometimes of the indigenous Christians. An example of a foreign initiative was that of the 

Salesians in Bethlehem, where they had an arts center for training locals in olivewood carving. 

During an interview with a Latin laywoman from Rome I was told that the craftsmanship of 

carving olivewood had been largely lost, as people had learned to make only some stock figures, 

rather than to learn the authentic craft permitting them to create anything they desired. 

Paradoxically, she mentioned that at the moment the construction of the Separation Wall was 

ongoing, which entailed the uprooting of olive trees and the sale of their wood. As a result, olive 

wood has become more affordable. But the construction of the wall (of which she was very 

critical) was almost completed, and other countries in the Middle East did not have abundant 

supplies of olive wood, and so the supply of the raw material might well be in danger soon. This 

is an example of an endeavor originating and funded from outside of the region, benefiting both 

Christians and those particular Muslims who are willing to carve human figures. 

An indigenous example of this in the small and once-Christian town of Zebabdah, near 

Jenin. After reviving a moribund parish, the local Greek Catholic priest partnered with Western 

Christians who come on short term missions and help to rebuild/expand the facility. It is one 

example of ecumenical partnership (many of the Americans are Presbyterians, he says). Once the 

separation wall had gone up people in the town were limited in terms of selling their olives. He 

had a man who knew how to make olive oil soap teach his skills to the locals. Now that soap is 

sold abroad. Other projects had been undertaken: hand-stitching things for women at home and 

then selling them via his international allies, and a future project to build a building and rent the 

shops and have the upper levels as residences.  

These are but two examples that demonstrate the diversity in approaches of such projects. 

Neither of them could have been completed without assistance from abroad. One was a local 
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initiative, the other foreign. Both relied on local natural resources coupled with honing the skills 

of locals. One was focused mostly on Christians, the other equally on both Muslim and 

Christians.  

3.2.3. Education 

When asked how the West Bank would be different if all the Christians were gone, one 

recurring answer involved education. One Arab Latin nun felt that the educational services 

provided by Christians to both Christian and Muslim students were appreciated. Many 

respondents felt that Christian education acted as a sort of leavening—inculcating an ethic of 

peacemaking and tolerance among students.  

Given the rise of “extremist” and “fundamentalist” Muslims in the Arab world, and in the 

West Bank in particular, where it is less pronounced, this topic seemed of particular importance. 

An Orthodox layman with the Orthodox Society of Bethlehem mentioned that Christians faced 

“social” problems, including “fundamentalism”. When asked to give some example he said, 

“You know them…” and pointed to Syria and Egypt, implying that the rise of “extremist” or 

“fundamentalist” Islam in those countries was also taking place in the West Bank. Rami,30 from 

Bethlehem as well, made an observation that appeared to be connected—that the struggle for 

Palestinian statehood had shifted from a nationalist movement (Palestinians against Israelis) to a 

religious struggle (Muslims versus Jews).  

We noted that usually when Christians spoke of Muslims they were referring, without 

any qualification, to tolerant and/or secular-leaning Muslims. When they wanted to refer to 

“extremist” or “radical” Muslims they speak of al mutatarrifiin. Almost all the Christians 

                                                
30 In reference to this particular individual a pseudonym has been used. 
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interviewed felt that they could live under an Islamic government, as long as it was oriented 

towards secularism. One opposed this to the rule of Hamas in Gaza and said, “If a party like 

Hamas took power here…that would be hard.”  

We read the educational role of the Christians as being, possibly, a way of making 

themselves important for Palestinian (Muslim) society. Some of the Christians involved in 

Christian education seemed to be aware that through Christian education, while making converts 

was forbidden or not even considered, there was a real value in teaching their Muslim students 

Christian ethics, if not Christian doctrine. In relation to freedom, Christians either do not have 

the freedom to teach their religion to Muslim students, or the exercise of that freedom is not 

considered to be valuable, or that it is too risky. 

In relation to counteracting emigration, schools create jobs for Christians, as one Syrian 

Catholic told us in Jericho. And the schools are able to inculcate Christian values (but not 

Christianity itself) in their Muslim students. These values emphasize tolerance and so counteract 

other powerful voices in society, namely the intolerant and increasingly powerful discourse of 

some Muslims. 

3.3. Double-Level Discourse: One Palestinian Family, or Muslim intolerance towards 

Christians? 

3.3.1. How do you relate to the local Muslims? 

Some of the questions asked in interviews were: how are you relationships with the other 

Churches? How are your relationships with the government? How are your relationships with 

Muslims? (It was not possible to ask about their relationships to Jews and Jews are now 
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forbidden by the Israeli government from entering the areas we visited).31 This section seeks to 

explore Christian-Muslim relations in the context of the West Bank based on our field research. 

While interviewing a veteran journalist he told me how once he was interviewing a 

wealthy and influential Christian man in Bethlehem, who was saying that the Palestinians are all 

one people, and that Muslims and Christians are brothers and live in harmonious conviviality. 

Meanwhile, the interviewee’s wife was speaking with the journalist’s driver (both Arabs), and 

she told him, “Don’t believe what my husband is saying at all. The Muslims stole our land and 

we sent our daughters to the USA for schooling.”32 This led to reflection on the possibility of two 

different levels of rhetoric—one public and portraying the idea of “one people” regardless of 

religion, and the other private and reporting that Christians were sometimes the victims of the 

intolerance and coercion of Muslims. This section seeks to explore this hypothesis. 

3.3.2. Clerics presenting the “One People” rhetoric 

Archimandrite Galactios of Ramallah is an Arab monk33 and in an interview he offered 

an excellent example of this sort of discourse. During the interview he clearly said, some three 

times, that in Palestine all citizens have the same rights, obligations and privileges. He 

mentioned (correctly) that Christians can serve in the police, security and political areas, and that 

historically Christian towns are guaranteed a certain proportion of Christian representatives on 

the council or as a mayor. He emphasized the discourse of human rights in relation to freedom of 

                                                
31 Some older Palestinians remembered how Jews from the settlements used to come and shop at their stores in 
Jericho and Taybeh and other places. In any case, it is clear that for most Palestinians, personal interaction with Jews 
(beyond military and political personnel) is extremely limited. 
32 “Throughout the last two decades theft of private property and manipulation of land documents have become 
serious problems in the West Bank. Christian landowners in Bethlehem appeared to be disproportionately targeted, 
creating suspicion that these crimes were the work of Muslim extremists motivated by sectarian hostility” (Kaartveit, 
“Christians of Palestine,” 733). 
33 This is significant because in the Jerusalemite Orthodox Church (as with all Orthodox Churches) only monks can 
become bishops. Most of the Orthodox priests in the Patriarchate are Arabs who are married, and as such cannot 
become bishops. 
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religion: that God created each person and each person had freedom (from God) to choose his or 

her own religion. The discourse was difficult to read though. His authoritative tone in answering 

questions indicated that he was used to acting as a spokesperson for his Church. Was he 

describing the way things actually were? Or was he making a public statement about how things 

are ideally? Or is it possible that as a male figure of authority in the relatively cosmopolitan (and 

formerly Christian) city of Ramallah he is not aware of or subject to intolerant or coercive 

treatment? 

One Greek Catholic priest in the same city understood his entire ministry as revolving 

around the concept of Arabness (‘uruuba). In doing this he was continuing a tradition advocated 

by Arab Christians since the late 19th Century, wherein national belonging (Arabness) was 

emphasized over religious affiliation.34 He taught both Christians and Muslims about their 

Arabness. As such, “I am a priest and father to all people.” When asked about Arabophone 

people like Copts and Syriacs who may emphasize that they are distinct from Arabs, he answered 

that they were indeed Arabs, because they had an Arab mentality. The reason that such people 

wanted to differentiate themselves from Arabs was the influence of Zionism. He explained that 

Christians should be thankful for the rise of Islam because Islam had a certain power to it that 

forged an Arab unity, which the Church, for whatever reason, had not been able to do. He 

emphasized that he always accepted invitations to non-church events so he could embody this 

Arabness. He also explained that before the rise of Zionism, there were Arab Jews, presumably 

referring to Mizrahi Jews. When asked about intolerant actions by Muslims against Christians, 

he explained that this was something new, “rejecting those who are not like me”, and strangely, 

                                                
34 Anthony O'Mahony, “Palestinian Christians: religion, politics, and society, c. 1800-1948,” in Palestinian 
Christians: Religion, Politics and Society in the Holy Land (ed. A. O’Mahony; London: Melisende, 1999), 9-55; 
Arab Educational Institute, Bethlehem Community Book (Bethlehem: AEI, 1999), 59; Bernard Lewis, Islam and the 
West (Oxford:1993), 143. 
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this made Islamic fundamentalism like Zionism. The source of this divisive fundamentalism, 

however, did not come from the Arabs themselves, but came ad extra and represents a desire to 

“divide and conquer”. 

3.3.3. The Reality of Intolerance and Coercion 

I asked a layperson in Bethlehem why the senior clergy and bishops do not denounce the 

mistreatment of Christians at the hands of some Muslims and he answered that it was not in their 

interest. That is, their power and status could only be maintained insofar as they did not 

recognize the reality of intolerance and anti-Christian violence. Their positions of power, in his 

thinking, required them to maintain the façade that “we are all brothers.” The implication is that 

there are limits to the power of these visible Christian figures, and publicly calling attention to 

abuse by Muslims would lead to retaliation. 

Awareness of the ascent of intolerant Islam (tatarruf) in Palestine and the Middle East as 

a whole was widespread. The rise of the Brotherhood in Egypt, Hamas in Gaza and Jabhat al 

Nusra in Syria were mentioned by name. Christians are aware that after helping to topple 

Mubarak the security of Copts has plummeted. They are also aware that Christians under Al 

Assad in Syria were accorded a measure of freedom, security and stability that will be gone if his 

regime is toppled. Finally, they are also aware that Christians in Hamas’ Gaza are on the verge of 

extinction. A physical reminder of the dire situation in Syria was seen at the Orthodox Church in 

Ramallah—where there was a poster of the two bishops who had been kidnapped in Syria. A 

cleric in Nablus described how since the beginning of the Syrian Civil War his church had been 

vandalized. I asked if the police did anything about it. He said, “No, they are afraid to go into the 

refugee camps.” In the mind of this priest, the Christians had been identified as allies of al Assad, 

and some Sunni Muslims from a refugee camp, who identify themselves with the Islamist 
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element of the anti-Assad forces, had vandalized his church. There was, moreover, no interest on 

the part of the police to find the perpetrator, for Christians who are denied justice will do nothing, 

but venturing into a refugee camp is, in itself, a dangerous activity, much less arresting a Muslim. 

Here, then, is an existential threat that is closely tied to freedom. On the whole, the 

Christians we spoke with seemed to accept Islamic rule as long as it was of the secular and 

tolerant (even if corrupt) variety provided by Fatah.35 The interest of the Christians is to maintain 

their current rights, security and freedoms within the larger context of the Middle East where 

Christians are losing their rights, security and freedoms. These visible realities also support the 

argument that persecution of Christians by some Muslims cannot be blamed on the occupation, 

for Syria and Egypt are not under occupation. This is the sort of event that someone like Rami 

would say is grounds for action and advocacy—denouncing the inaction of the police force, for 

instance. But according to him, many local clergy believe that such activity would be more 

harmful than helpful. This recalls the description of the journalist I met in my first day of field 

research in Jerusalem: “The Christians in the West Bank live a poised existence.” In terms of 

agency these clerics did indeed have power, but either they did not realize they possessed it, or 

they decided (not consciously, perhaps) that exercising their power would not further their 

interests. On the other hand, on a personal level there is an exercise of agency: they are 

Christians, we (the researchers) are Christians (albeit Protestants), and we have access to 

resources and an audience that they (think they) do not have access to: you, the reader.  

The reality of discrimination and even violence against Christians though cannot be 

denied. A young Christian woman in Bethlehem said that she sometimes didn’t even want to 

                                                
35 The Kairos document A Moment of Truth (2009) also contains a plea for a secular order in both Israel and 
Palestine (§9.3). 
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leave her home because of the way some Muslim men look at her. An old woman told us, “The 

Muslims don’t like us, and we don’t like them.” Others mentioned how the Muslims call them 

“unbelievers” (kuffaar). This opposition did not, it appears, come from the government itself. 

When asked about building permits, for instance, no discrimination was alleged.36   

A good example of the narrative of one, united Palestinian people is the Kairos document, 

A Moment of Truth, signed by many important Christian leaders in Israel-Palestine. The 

document denounces the injustice of the occupation while also criticizing Christian Zionism 

(§2.2.2), the inaction of the international community and the Arab world (§1.2), and the silence 

of Palestinian Christian leaders (§5.2). The document claims that Palestinian Christians “…must 

resist evil of whatever kind” (§4.2). But in 16 pages of single-space print, there is not a single 

mention of the intolerance and even violence that Christians in Palestine experience at the hands 

of some Muslims.37 

During an interview with Rami, an Orthodox layman and activist, I mentioned that many 

Christian leaders claim that there is one Palestinian family wherein Christians and Muslims are 

brethren. This well-informed person exclaimed, “Fucking bastards!” And then went on to remark 

about the Kairos document (which had not been explicitly mentioned) that it was only part of the 

truth. He had been asked to sign the document, but declined. This was because while the 

document rightly denounced the occupation, it did not denounce the discrimination and abuse 

that Christians suffer at the hands of some Muslims. He said the signers of the Kairos document 

would say that to denounce abuses on the part of some Muslims would be used by their enemies 

                                                
36 This is a good example of why Palestinian Jerusalem does not fit in with the larger West Bank for this study. The 
dynamics of land ownership and construction there were totally different, and much more onerous, than in cities like 
Bethlehem and Ramallah. 
37 The single hint in the entire document that not all is well between Muslims and Christians is §5.4.1, which 
encourages Muslims to “reject fanaticism and extremism.” 
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(Israel). Rami, however, would include Muslim abuses of Christians in a document like that 

“even if Satan himself were to use it” and then referenced John 8:32: “And then you will know 

the truth, and the truth will set you free.” “Truth cannot be partitioned,” he concluded. 

Rami is a vocal advocate for the rights of Christians. When I met him first it was outside 

a courthouse where he had filed charges against a young man for making derogatory comments 

on Facebook about Christians, saying “they are drunkards, they fuck their sisters….” This sort of 

activism on his part sometimes led to opposition by some local Christians who told him to be 

quiet and not make waves. The implication is that when Christians stand up to the Occupation, it 

is acceptable, but when they stand up against Muslim abuses of their own rights, it compromises 

the safety of the community.  

3.3.4. Interpreting the Findings 

What does this mean—that in private there is often a different narrative than in public? 

And that leaders with visibility tend to give the “one family” answer, while laity are more 

sanguine about the fact that there are cases where it is Muslim v. Christian, and that the Christian 

usually loses?38 The journalist from Jerusalem agreed that Christians in the West Bank have 

inferior rights to Muslims. He described their existence as “poised” and “living in an 

environment of fear”. He said that over the years Christian girls were abducted, raped and 

sometimes murdered. When asked why this was not reported on he responded with one word: 

“fashion.” Meaning that it is not fashionable in the press and academia today to report heinous 

crimes done by Muslims, regardless of truth. 

                                                
38 Examples of scholarly publications in which this tension has been noted are Bowman, “Nationalizing and De-
Nationalizing”; Tsimhoni, “Palestinian Christians”; Wiener, Human Rights.  
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One rather ancient Orthodox priest told me the story of the death of his daughter. She was 

driving on the highway, and a man was driving an ambulance ran into her. She died and her 

sister was disabled. A small amount of blood money was offered, but he was told that Christians 

shouldn’t get blood money at all. The police officer had to draw up a report on the car accident 

immediately—but in fact he didn’t do that until five days after the accident and he blamed the 

girls. This was an instance of corruption and so it was taken to the PA’s anti-corruption office, 

and nothing was done. The man who caused the accident, a Muslim, did not even have a license 

to drive the ambulance and he had already been told not to drive. They took this issue to the anti-

corruption officer of the PA, who did nothing. Rami and the priest then took the issue to the 

president’s counselor for Christian affairs and he did nothing.  Rami stated that he has 

photographs of the accident scene, showing that the police report is fraudulent. According to 

Rami and the priest, none of this would have happened if they were Muslims. But because they 

were Christians, they were denied justice, at least insofar as justice is conceived along Western 

lines where each human life has the same intrinsic value.  

Rami’s vocal advocacy for the rights of Christians in the face of Muslim discrimination 

as well as the Occupation is a rarity, however. Public figures denounced the Occupation as 

unjust, but emphasized the narrative of ‘one Palestinian family’ and would not discuss 

mistreatment of Christians by Muslims as a problem, dismissing such instances as ‘one crazy 

person’ doing this or that. On the private and non-professional level there was a tendency to 

recognize how tenuous the status of Christians in an Islamic society is.  

All of this leads us to hypothesize that there are two levels of discourse. One from 

quotable leaders with visibility that there is one Palestinian people, and that religious affiliation 

is of secondary importance. To what extent the people saying these things really believed them 
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cannot be known, of course. But in terms of agency and maintaining freedom, this strategy seeks 

to, it appears, maintain a strong solidarity among all Palestinians in the face of the Occupation. 

Aimed at local Palestinian Christians it seeks to remind them of the party line. Aimed at the press 

and researchers like us, it seeks to paint the picture of one, harmonious, tolerant and united 

family. Aimed at Muslims it seeks to remind them that in spite of the shari’a Christians should be 

accorded rights and freedoms roughly equal to those of Muslims. The other level of discourse is 

generally presented in private by laity who understand the “one family” narrative to be 

inauthentic and inaccurate, if not downright deceitful. 

It appears to us that the “one family” narrative has, built into it, a defense mechanism, 

and the intolerance and discrimination suffered by Christians at the hands of some Muslims 

could be explained away or justified in a couple of manners. One was to say these points of view 

came in from outside of the West Bank, so even if the claims were being made by indigenous 

Palestinians, they were somehow not authentic. A second was to say that religious freedom in the 

Middle East is not the same as religious freedom in the West, meaning that there were unspoken 

rules about what Christians could and could not say about Islam, the Qur’an and the Prophet. 

Christians were expected to, in public speech, engage in self-censorship regarding these topics. 

In private, though, they might speak of them. A third defensive mechanism explained that, while 

there may be problems between Muslims and Christians from time to time, they are certainly not 

attributable to religion, but must be reducible to some other cause, like money or pride. 

These matters imply deep questions about identity, or specifically, how identity is portrayed—is 

one a Palestinian, and only then a Christian or a Muslim? Or is one a Muslim or Christian, and 

then a Palestinian? We do not pretend to have resolved these issues here. 
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4. Conclusion 

Trying to tie these many observations together, and recalling the metaphor which some 

interviewees proposed—that of being between the hammer and the anvil—we propose the 

following approximate outline for further research: the fundamental and central concern of 

Palestinian Christians is economic difficulties and emigration. The two are related to each other. 

The occupation is universally considered an injustice, but the poor state of Christians who have 

exerted agency to replace regimes (like in Egypt) does not encourage large numbers of Christians 

to upend the present political order. Violent opposition to the occupation is considered to be 

incompatible with Christian ethics or ineffective or both, and is thus, presently, discarded as a 

real possibility. Nonetheless the Christian communities have opted for other forms of agency. To 

counteract emigration, we find the construction of housing for young couples and the provision 

of job training, which draws heavily on foreign support. There is a real awareness of (and 

concern for) the rising power of “Islamism.” The “poised existence” of Christians makes them 

aware, or some of them, at least, that projects to protect their existence must be deployed. 

Education is one such project—it both makes Christians useful to Muslims and offers them the 

chance to inculcate in Muslim pupils tolerance and charity—values that will safeguard (they 

suppose) their continued presence. Public and visible ecclesiastical figures are aware of their 

“poised existence” and deploy a specific rhetoric to reinforce the opinion that all Palestinians, 

regardless of religion, belong to one, tolerant, peaceful community. Whether or not anyone 

actually believes this is impossible to establish, but such a rhetoric perpetuates itself with the 

goal (we hypothesize) of establishing the idealistic (but in fact fictitious) order of society 

enunciated. This deployment of the rhetoric of “one family” (not our phrase) is an instance of 

agency, and the goal is, we think, nothing less than the maintenance of the precarious and 
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“poised” existence of the Christians in the West Bank. Multiple rhetorical devices exist to 

counteract rhetoric that counteracts the “one family” narrative. Such a rhetoric negates or dodges 

any allegation that some Palestinian Muslims, because of their Islam, actually exercise power 

unjustly and coercively against Palestinian Christians. For such a reality would call into question 

the discourse of “one family” and thus endanger their project of self-preservation.  

There exists another level of discourse—personal, laic, enunciated more often by women 

than men—that resists the former rhetoric. It reports experiences of some Muslims being 

intolerant and violent to Christians. It often attributes this violence to the essence of Islam itself, 

rather than to other sociological and economic problems.39 While deeply politically incorrect in 

reporting that Islam, rightly practiced, is intolerant, it represents an exercise of agency: the 

powerless (and this means powerless in relation to other Christian Palestinians, who at least have 

the power of an audience) engaging in a secret rhetoric which may, perhaps, be passed on to 

those who have power. The researcher is a possible patron, here, and imparting the forbidden 

gnosis of Muslim intolerance is nothing less than an effort to change things.  

And power, let us remember, is nothing other than the ability to change things—even if 

exercised mediatorially. This is, we think, a cogent hypothetical model which accounts for the 

information we received during our field research. It is commended to the Palestinians for further 

reflection, and to scholars for testing and further research. 

                                                
39 Lybarger, in “Church or Nation?” also describes how some of her interviewees would cite the relevant anti-
Christian verses from the Qur’an by heart. It is worth noting that in our fieldwork, carried out over a decade after 
Lybarger’s, we likewise encountered such opinions of Islam and the Qur’an. 


